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1. Introduction. Concerning the equation

(1.1) x'it) = - J \(t - r)gixir))dr (' = ^) '

we prove

Theorem 1. Let ait) and gix) satisfy

(1.2) a(0 GC[0, oo),(-l)V»(0 ^ 0     (0 < t < °°;k = 0,1,2,3),

gix) E Ci- co, =o), xgix) > 0 (« * 0),

Gix) = \gim-+™ d*| -*«).
■J o

7/ a(¿) ^a(O) area î/ m(í) ¿s any solution of (1.1) w/ue;& exists on O^t

< co, then

(1.4) lim ««>(*) =0 (j = 0, 1, 2).
t-»»

While our interest here is with the behavior of the solutions of (1.1)

as t—> co, the following observations on existence and uniqueness are

relevant. Suppose g(x) also satisfies a Lipschitz condition on every

interval |x| ^X<co. The usual method of successive approxima-

tions, together with certain a priori bounds obtained in the present

proof, then easily imply that for each initial value (1.1) has a unique

solution and that this solution exists on 0^i< co. Even under the

present hypothesis it follows readily from these a priori bounds and

recent results of Nohel [2] that every solution of (1.1) can be con-

tinued (though not necessarily uniquely) over 0^i< ».

Differentiating (1.1) yields

(1.5) x"it) + ai0)gixit)) = - f a'it - r)gixir))dT.

This is justified by Lemmas 3 and 4 below even if a'(0) = — co. Equa-

tion (1.5) may be thought of as a nonlinear oscillator with a heredi-
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tary term. If <i(i)=a(0) >0, then it is well known from ordinary

differential equations that every solution of (1.5) (and, in particular,

the uit) of Theorem 1) is periodic. Thus the hypothesis ait) ^o(O) is

essential in Theorem 1.

Equation (1.5) may be compared with

(1.6) *"(/) + kx(t) = F(t - T)x(r)dr,-Í'
where k and L are fixed positive constants and where F(t) is a non-

negative continuously decreasing function, which is discussed by

Volterra [4]. Apart from (1.5) being nonlinear and (1.6) linear, an

essential difference between them is that in the former the hereditary

term depends on the entire past history of x(t) and in the latter only

on a fixed interval of the past. Also, in [4] it is assumed that

k—foF(r)dT>0. This is technically analogous to assuming through-

out, which we do not do, that a( °°) >0. In spite of these distinctions,

the motivation for, but not the explicit form of, the energy (or

Lyapunov) function (3.1) below comes from [4].

Equation (1.1) has been considered in [l] in connection with a

problem of reactor dynamics. There the hypothesis included com-

plete monotonicity of a(t) on 0^t< °° (i.e., k = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • in (1.2))

and g(x)=x. An asymptotic expansion of u(t) as i—»a> was obtained

by means of a Tauberian theorem for the Laplace transform. A

physically important nonlinearity (see [l]) is g(x) = exp [x] — 1,

which satisfies (1.3).

Consider now the linear case g(x) =x. Let u(t) denote the solution

of (1.1) such that w(0) = l. To complete the analogy with (1.6), one

must look at the behavior of all the solutions of (1.5) and not only

at those spanned by u(t). Setting w(t) =f¿u(r)dr and integrating the

equation that results from substituting u(t) into (1.1) yields

(1.7) w'(t) = - f a(t- r)w(r)dT + 1.
J o

It follows by differentiation that w(t) is also a solution of (1.5). In

fact, it is clear that if x0, x0' are given real numbers, then x(t) =x0u(t)

-\-Xo'w(t) is the unique solution of (1.5) such that x(0) =Xo, x'(0) =xó.

Concerning w(t) we prove

Theorem 2. If (1.2) is satisfied, a(t) ^a(O), g(x) =x, and

(i) a(t)ELx(0, » ), then

(1.8) lim w(t) = | f   a(l)dl\    ,
Í-.» \Jo )
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(ii) a(co)>0, then

(1.9) lim w(t) = 0.

From (i), (ii) one is led to conjecture that (1.9) also holds if a(°o) =0,

a(t) $7,i(0, co). We have been unable either to establish this or to

find a counterexample.

2. Preliminaries. In the proofs we shall use the following ele-

mentary lemmas.

Lemma 1. If f"(t) exists on 0</< co and if

ft) ^ 0,   fit) g 0,   fit) ^ - K> - 00 (0<f<oo)

for some constant K, then fit) —>0 as t—>co.

Proof. Ii fit)-**® as t—•><», then by the hypothesis there exist a

X>0 and a sequence {tn\, where i„—>°° as re—»», such that/'(¿n)

á —X<0. Consider the intervals

r X       "I X
7„ =   /„-j ¿„   for re ^ Ar,   where   rn — •—■ > 0

L        2K      J 2Z

for n^N. By the mean value theorem and the hypothesis

fit) = /'On) +/"«?)(/ - i») á - X + - = - -     itein,nZN),

where t<6 = 6it, tn) <tn. A second application of the mean value theo-

rem yields

/ X \ X / X \       X2
Un-)-/(Oâ—   -) = — in^N),
\ 2k) 2 \2kJ      AK

which clearly contradicts /(/) 4 /( °° ) = 0 as t—» °s and thus completes

the proof.

It may be similarly shown that the preceding lemma is also true if

fit) is bounded from above rather than from below.

Although a(co) 2:0 is not necessarily zero, one does have as an im-

mediate consequence of Lemma 1 that a'it) j 0 and a"it) | 0 as t—* 00.

Lemma 2. If (1.2) is satisfied and if o(2)f^o(0), then either —a'it),

a"it)>0for 0<t< =0 or there exists a to>0 such that —a'it), a"(i) >0

for 0<t<t0 and a(í)=a(¿o) = a(<») 2:0 for toût< °°.

Proof. If there exists a io^O such that a'(/0)=0, then as —a'it),
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a"(*)=■() it follows that a(i)=a(r0)=0 for t0^t<oo. As a(t)^a(0),

one must have i0>0.

Hence, there exists a ii>0 such that a'(tx) <0 and thus a'(t)

èa'ih) <0 for 0<t^tx. Suppose a"(tx) =0. Then as ~a'"(t), a"(t) ^0

it follows that a"(t)=0 for ti = /< «>. Hence a(í) =a(ii)+ö'(/1)(i-i1)

for /1 :£i < «>, which contradicts a(t) ^0 for / sufficiently large. Hence

a"(¿i)>0 and thus a"(t)^a"(tx)>0 lor 0<t£h. The conclusion fol-

lows readily.

Lemma 3. Let (1.2) be satisfied. Then

(2.1) ta'(t)-*0,       t2a"(t)-*0   as   i->0+,

and

(2.2) a'(0,       ta"(t),       t2a'"(t) E Lx(0, 00).

Proof. By the mean value theorem and the monotonicity of a'(t)

one has a(t)-a(0) =ta'(Ç) èta'(t) gO (0<£</<oo), from which

(2.1a) follows. By second differences and the monotonicity of a"(t)

one has 0 Ú (t/2)2a"(t) ^ (t/2)2a"($ = a(t) - 2a(t/2) + a(0)

(0<£</< 00), which yields (2.1b).

As the integrand is of constant sign, (2.2a) follows from

a'(£)di=      um ö'(Öaf=      hm      {a(t) - a(e)}
0 í-»»;e->0+   «/  í I-»»;e-.o +

= a(<x>) - a(0).

One similarly obtains (2.2b) and (2.2c).

Lemma 4. Let b(t) be defined on 0</^ T, b'(t) exist and be finite on

0<t = r, and b'(t)ELx(e, T) for each 0<e<T. Let q(t, r), qt(t, T)

EC[0úr, túT]in the pair t, t. Let b(t)q(t + e, t)->y(t) as e->0 + on

0<t<T, where y(t)EC[0, T]. Let there exist </>(£)£Li(0, T) such that

I b(Ç)q(t, t - Ö I ,   I b'(Qq(t, t - Ö I ,   I b(Ç)qt(t, t - © |    ̂  0(f)

(0 < $ = / á T).
Then

f(t) =  f b(t-r)q(t,r)drEC'[0,T]

and f it) = hit), where

Ht) = 7(0 +  f  o'it - r)qit, r)dr +  f 'b(t - T)dJL fc T)dr

(2-3)
(o;= / g r).
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Proof. Define hit) by (2.3). It follows readily from the hypothesis

that hit)EC[0, T]. One has

f his)ds =  f yis)ds + f   j f b'is - t)o(í, r)ds\ dr

j^f\is-r)~is,r)dr^ds,

(2.4)

+

(2.5)

where the interchange of order of integration is easily justified by the

hypothesis and Fubini's theorem. We note that the hypothesis im-

plies that bit) is absolutely continuous for 0<e^tS T; see [3, p. 368].

This yields the second equality in

i    b'is — r)qis, r)ds

=   lim    I     b'is — r)qis, r)ds
«-»0+  J T+e

( \*       C* da )
=   lim   <bis — r)qis, t)\      —  I     bis — t) — is, r)ds>

t^0+   l It+í        J t+« ds )

/" dqbis-T) — is,r)ds  (0 < t < t).
T ds

Combining (2.4) and (2.5), one obtains fóhis)ds=fit) after an inter-

change of order of integration. The result now follows.

3. Proof of Theorem 1. When we refer to (1.1) and (1.5) in this

proof, we mean the identities that result from substituting re(/) into

them. The possibility of none of a'(0), a"(0), a'"(0) being finite

necessitates that a little care be used in handling certain integrals

that arise, as already noticed in §1. In all cases it will be evident

that Lemmas 3, 4, and arguments of the type (2.5) supply the rigor.

We will, therefore, tacitly assume such considerations whenever they

are relevant.

Define

(3.1)

Eit) - Giuit)) + — ait) [ j g(«(r))drj

-f  a'il — t) j   J    g(«(í))díl dr ̂  0.

A calculation involving (1.1) and an integration by parts yields
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#(0=y «'(o[/W))¿rT
(3.2) °

-7/ >a"{t ~r) [ J/(m(í))¿í] dr=°»

which implies

G(«(fl) g £(/) á 7¿(0) - G(«o),

where wo = m(0). From (1.3c) it follows that

(3.3) |«(0|   ÚK < 00 (OIK«),

where K — Kiuo). In succeeding formulas 7Í will not necessarily be

the same as in (3.3); however, as in (3.3), it will depend only on w0

(and will tend to zero as uo—>0).

From (1.5), (2.2a), and (3.3) one observes that

(3.4) |«"(0| è K < 00 (0 ^ í < 00).

Inequalities (3.3), (3.4) and the mean value theorem yield

(3.5) |re'(/)|   á K < « (0 £t < 00).

A calculation involving (1.5) and an integration by parts yields

£"W-y«"w[/W))^]

- ~ f'a'" it - t) [ j" 'g(«(í))dí] \r

- g(u(t))[u"(t) + a(0)g(u(t))].

From the proof of Lemma 3 one observes that í2a"(í) is bounded on

0<i<co. This, together with (3.3), (3.4), and Lemma 3 implies

|£"(i)| ^K<oo (0<i<oo). Lemma 1, (3.1), and (3.2) now imply

E'(t)-*Q ast->oo. Hence

lim    f  a"it - t) j   f giuis))ds\ dr = 0,
I-.00      J   0 L^T J

which as -a"'it), o"(i)èO yields

lim a"iT) f f g(«(i))dîl dr = 0
i-»oo i'i-rL''f J

for every 0<P< 00. Choose P0>0 arbitrarily if the first alternative

of Lemma 2 holds and choose 0 < To <to if the second one does. Then

clearly
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(3.6) lim   f f g(«(i))<fc] dr = 0        (0 £ T £ T0).

Suppose u(t)-+^0 as i—>». Then there exist a X>0 and a sequence

{¿„}, where ¿i>0and i„—»» as w—>a>, such that |m(0| =X. Together

with (1.3), (3.5), and the mean value theorem this implies the exist-

ence of a ô>0 and a ¿i>0> where 0<5^min (To, tx), such that

|g(«(s))| ^p-lor tn — àusiktn- Hence

/'» r c '"              12              f '"                         m2S3J     g(«(j))<fa    dr^p2j       (/, - r)2cfr = -> 0

(» - 1, 2, • - • ),

which contradicts (3.6). Thus, (1.4) for j = 0 is established.

Formula (1.4), j= 1, follows from (1.4), j = 0, (3.4), and the mean

value theorem (by reasoning similar to the proof of Lemma 1).

Formula (1.4), j = 2, follows from (1.4), j = 0, (1.3), (1.5), and (2.2a).

4. Proof of Theorem 2. (i) We show first that w(t) is bounded

on 0 = t < oo. Suppose the contrary. Then there exists a sequence

{tn}, where /„—»«> as «—»», such that |w(i„)| | oo as «—>oo and

\w(t)\ ú\w(tn)\ for Oátáí«. From (1.4), 7 = 0, it follows that there

exists a sequence { T„}, where T„ g ín and r„—> » as »—» co, such that

|w(í)| e||w(0| forí„-rngiáí„. From (1.7) one has

a(i„ - T)w(r)dr + I        a(/„ - t)h>(t)oY.

Now

f       "aft» - r)w(T)ar   =   | M>(<») |    f    a(r)dr ^ | w(Q \   f   a(r)a>,

flftn - t)w(t)¿V   = — I w(t„) |    I      a(r)dr,
t,-Tn 2 J o

and hence

| 1 - u(tn) I   = y I vi*») I {/   nair)dT - 2 f   air)dT\ .

The  last  inequality  clearly  contradicts  UÍQ-+0,   [w(f„)|—>oo   as

n—> oo. Thus wit) is bounded on 0 ^ t < oo.
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Let {/„} be any sequence such that tn—>oo as n—>oo. From (1.4),

j = 0, it follows that there exists a sequence { Tn}, where Tn^t„ and

Tn—>°° as n—>oo, such that maxtn-T„sistn \wit)— w(tH)\ —>0 as «—><».

Similar to (4.1) one has

/' in— Tn /* in

a(tn — T)w(r)dT +  I a(tn — t){w(t) — w(tn)}dr
0      ' J tn-Tn

/' in a(tn - r)dr.

ln-Tn

It now follows readily that w(tn)^{foa(T)dr}~1 as n—>oo, which

establishes (1.8).

(ii) Let p(t)=f0'w(T)dT. Define

£,W = -(P'W)2 + -««P2W - - f  a'(t - t){p(t) - p(t)}2dr.
1 1 L J 0

A straightforward calculation yields

Ei it) - - 4 f '«"(' - 0 ÍpW - pW12¿r + v«W(0 + p'W * p'(0,
2 «/ 0 2

from which it follows that

0 = yfl(oo)p«(0 ^ -a(t)p2(t) f¿ E,(l) = p(0.

Hence, Ogp(i) ^2[a(oo)]-' for Ogf<°o.

Suppose w(i)-+->0 as i—>oo. Then there exist a X>0 and a sequence

{tn}, where i„—> 00 as«->œ, suchthat |w(<»)| =X. From (1.4),7 = 0,

it follows that there exists a sequence {?"„}, where Tn—* o° as w—> 00,

such that |ra>(i)| iiX/2 for /« = £ = <« +TV This is easily seen (from the

definition of p(t)) to contradict the boundedness of p(t). Thus, (1.9)

is established.
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